
All-Over Color is the application of color from the scalp 
to the ends of the hair to improve your natural shade or to 
create an entirely new look. By creatively combining one or 
more hues, we can deliver a wide range of color options.

Base Break is used with or in between foil highlight 
appointments to brighten outgrowth. It saves time, money 
and reduces the frequency of repeated foiling thereby 
preserving the integrity of the hair. 

Foil Highlights are a customizable technique that allow 
endless possibilities. From soft and natural, to vibrant 
and bold, foils are expertly placed throughout your hair to 
accentuate your hairstyle.

Ombre is a French word that means “shaded like a 
gradient.” As a fashion-forward color technique, artistically 
customized highlights are hand-painted, creating striking 
depth variation to complement the hairstyle shape and 
movement. 

Lightening creates a stunning personalized shade of blonde 
to flatter your skin tone and suit your style. This all-over 
lightening method can use multiple tonal variations to create 
your perfect blonde. 

Men’s Camo is a gray hair camouflage color designed for 
men who want a natural blended effect that significantly 
reduces the amount of gray in minutes. Camo color gradually 
fades and is never brassy, eliminating that unattractive 
regrowth line that traditional hair color can leave behind.

C O L O R  E N H A N C E M E N T

Color 
Enhancement 

Hair color is a personal 
preference. The right 
color can enhance 
your best you. Are you 
bold or understated? 
Countless color options 
and imaginative 
techniques let you 
express yourself on any 
budget.



Color Enhancement services are an investment in your 
image. To protect your investment, please consider these 
professional recommendations.

•Ideally, wait to shampoo hair 48 hours after a color service
•Use professional products with tepid water
•Lower the temperature setting when blow drying
•Use a thermal protective spray when using hot tools

Sun exposure, tanning beds, chlorinated pools, hot tubs, and 
saunas can lead to deterioration of your color service resulting in 
fading and dryness.

Weekly, deep-penetrating treatments are important to maintain 
the strength and moisture balance of your hair. Regular 
demineralizing treatments improve the performance of all color 
and texture services, particularly if you have a high iron or lime 
content in your water. 

Independent studies have shown that professional products 
extend the life of both color and texture services.
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